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Page Livestock Transport
Carrick, Tasmania
Page Livestock Transport has a contract to cart cattle
from Tasmanian feedlots to abattoirs throughout the
state. As the cattle spend up to 130 days in the feedlots
they develop soft hooves and when they were
transported it lead to foot soreness. The consequences
being animals lose their optimum condition & become
downgraded in the abattoir.
Pages’ trialed many surface materials including sawdust
which was messy, difficult to keep clean and overall
wasn’t solving their problem. They knew the importance
to their customers to find a solution as it was continually
costing with the loss of meat quality.

Robert – Pages’ Livestock Transport Maintenance
Manager had this to say;
”We had been trying to find a solution to stop foot soreness
& to help the cattle retain their condition for more than a
year now & I’d almost given up. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .then I
came across the RPS SureFoot® mat and it solved the
problem immediately!
Our customers are rapt with the result ………. the
animals now arrive to them much fresher & in better
condition. The mats have removed cattle soreness and
have secured our relationship with our abattoir
customers.
I’d have no qualm in recommending the RPS SureFoot®
Mat, and we continue to use it whenever we can”.
Pages’ had been looking for a solution for quite some
time before they learnt about RPS’ SureFoot® mat from a
local dealer. They made contact and immediately trialed
25 mats in 1 truck.
With instant success the SureFoot® mat was installed
in all their trailers transporting on similar routes.
With this immediate improvement the abattoir customers
were so impressed they in turn contacted RPS to discuss
the installation of hundreds more SureFoot® mats.
Greenhams Abattoirs in Smithton Tasmania is another
success story of the SureFoot® Mat. For more
information read our Case Study on Greenhams
Abattoirs.

